Investigation of the role of interneurons and their modulation by centrifugal fibers in a neural model of the olfactory bulb.
Olfactory bulb processing results from the interaction of relay neurons with two main categories of interneurons which mediate inhibition in two distinct layers: periglomerular cells and granule cells. We present here a neural model of the mammalian olfactory bulb which allows to separately investigate the functional consequences of the two types of interneurons onto the relay neurons responsiveness to odors. The model, although built with simplified representations of neural elements generates various aspects of neural dynamics from the cellular to the populational level. We propose that the combined action of centrifugal control at two different layers of processing is complementary: reduction of the number of active relay neurons responding to a given odorant through increased activity of periglomerular cells, and an increase of response intensity of active mitral cells through decrease of granule cell inhibition.